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I. Introduction

The early to mid 19th century in Latin America was a period of political and social

upheaval, ultimately resulting in the emergence of various republics. From Mexico to

Argentina, nation-states arose with distinct local traditions and institutions which would

continue to develop in the new era of independence. Argentina in particular emerged as a

major player on the South American stage. As a lucrative port city, Buenos Aires linked

the country to the rest of the Atlantic world and the international market. More

importantly, Argentines inherited a boundless and relatively unexplored frontier,

stretching southward unobstructed to the tip of the continent. These two factors – strong

ties to Europe and a vast, fertile interior – ultimately shaped the country’s development

and overall character of the Argentine people.

Not long after independence, Argentines confronted the same question facing

other young Latin American republics: should the country retain its traditional,

conservative rural roots or embrace the popular contemporary idea that progress and

prosperity as a nation come only with the implementation of Western European political

thought and culture? Agrarian-based strongmen known as caudillos came out in support

of the former philosophy, and in the early years of the 19th century they gained power

throughout the countryside as defenders of tradition and executors of the “people’s

justice.” Liberal politicians and intellectuals such as Domingo F. Sarmiento and Juan

Bautista Alberdi, on the other hand, espoused in their writings the need for

modernization, and harshly condemned the rural caudillos.
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This great ideological struggle – between the forces of “civilization and

barbarism”1 – was played out most emphatically in the country’s interior, the vast and

seemingly endless pampa. Just as the strategic city of Buenos Aires (“destined to be some

day the most gigantic city of either America,” according to Sarmiento)2, played a unique

role in the development of Argentina, so too did the pampa, and proponents of both

caudillismo and liberalism made use of the inhabitants of the interior to achieve their

political ends. Indigenous tribes, fiercely independent gauchos, and European settlers

played a role in the fate of the young Argentine Republic, and in turn were shaped by the

conflicting political forces vying for control.

The political and economic debate between conservatism and liberalism in the

19th century was not something found solely in Argentina. Nowhere else in Latin

America, however, did the geography of the country and diversity of the population play

such a large role in the conflict. Each group found in the Argentine interior can be seen as

the embodiment of one political ideal as well as the antithesis to another. In this way, the

population acted directly as instruments or obstacles in the ideological struggle to shape

the country.

The object of this paper is to analyze the role of three specific groups of people –

Indians, gauchos, and European immigrants – as well as the role of the landscape, in the

Argentine political conflict. Furthermore, the reciprocal effects of both liberalism and

caudillismo on the people and the landscape will be looked at in an effort to better

understand the transformation of the pampa. Contemporary political texts such as

1 Sarmiento, Domingo F. Life in the Argentine Republic in the Days of the Tyrants; or, Civilization and
Barbarism. First American from the third Spanish Edition. The Hafner Library of Classics. New York:
Hafner Press, first published in 1868.
2 Ibid. p. 5
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Sarmiento’s “Life in the Argentine Republic in the Days of the Tyrants” and Alberdi’s

Bases y puntos will be consulted in order to gain an understanding of liberal goals and

their critique of life under the caudillos, while more objective journal articles, such as

Lyman L. Johnson’s “The Frontier as an Arena of Social Change,” will be used to

provide a more balanced assessment of the Argentine political landscape under Rosas. In

order to study the lifestyles of the average pampean inhabitant of the time period, I have

consulted contemporary European traveler’s accounts surveying the Argentine frontier

(either on business, as in the case of William MacCann, or for scientific and

anthropological reasons, as in the case of Charles Darwin). These accounts shed light on

the daily habits and customs of the frontier’s inhabitants, and are written from the

insightful perspective of foreigners. Richard W. Slatta’s book “Gauchos and the

Vanishing Frontier” will be used to address the issue of the iconic gaucho’s

transformation from wandering outlaw to landed farmhand and military conscript.

Finally, using primary sources obtained from the Archivo General de la Nación, I will

examine the Argentine government’s subjugation of the pampa’s native population, the

Conquista del Desierto, or Conquest of the Desert – the final and most important change

that took place on the 19th century pampa.

II. A Description of the Pampa and its Political Importance

The pampa is a vast alluvial grassland that since colonial times has captured the

imagination of the Argentine psyche. From a Quechua word meaning “plain,” it stretches

from the region of the Gran Chaco south to the Río Negro, and is comprised of the
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country’s most populous provinces.3 The pampas’ most striking characteristic is its

flatness, broken only occasionally by minor mountain ranges: the Sierras de Córdoba, la

Ventana, and Tandil. Before the Spanish settlers introduced trees such as poplars, olives,

peach, and others, the ubiquitous ombú, a type of root indigenous to South America, was

one of the few forms of vegetation, aside from thistles and thorn bushes, to occasionally

dot the countryside: “Its poisonous leaves and unsuitability as a building material,” writes

Slatta, “render the ombú useless except as shade for man and beast. The huge shrubs also

serve as landmarks on the otherwise featureless plains.”4

Charles Darwin, on his trip throughout South America in the 1830’s, thus

described the Argentine countryside: “Water is extremely scarce, and, where found, is

almost invariably brackish. The vegetation is scanty; and although there are bushes of

many kinds, all are armed with formidable thorns, which seem to warn the stranger not to

enter on these inhospitable regions.”5 He attributed the lack of vegetation to both the

drainage of the pampa and to the violent wind, known as the pampero, that frequently

devastated the countryside.6 The pampero limpio, a mild storm that in the summertime

was greeted enthusiastically by inhabitants of the pampa as a welcome respite from the

unbearable heat, was contrasted by the pampero sucio, or dirty pampero, that heralded

only destruction. Wilfrid Latham, a British settler, wrote of the pampero in the 1860’s:

“Suddenly the wind veers and comes with a rush, which nearly sweeps
you from the saddle; before it is possible to dismount, the blinding dust
pours over you, striking sharp against the skin. Denser and denser it
drives…In a few moments, total darkness envelopes everything – not the
thin darkness of night, but an impenetrable, ‘palpable’ darkness, no object

3 Slatta, Richard W. Gauchos and the Vanishing Frontier. 2nd ed. Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press,
1992, p. 17
4 Ibid, p. 19
5 Darwin, Charles. The Voyage of the Beagle. Leonard Engel. Garden City, NY: Doubleday, 1962, p. 74
6 Ibid., p. 57
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being discernible an inch from the eyeball. We had such a storm last year,
and numbers, terrified, believed the day of judgment at hand: old men and
children were swept away and lost or bruised; in the city, the crash of
glass, the cracking of walls, bursting of doors, and in more than one
instance the crumbling of walls of houses, and the cries of the affrighted,
added terror to the scene.”7

What the pampa lacked in flora, it made up for in fauna; ostriches, flamingos,

large rodents known as vizcachas, armadillos, pumas and leopards, among other things,

all thrived in the sparse countryside.8 The two animals that would leave the most

indelible mark on the pampa, however, and come to play the greatest roles in the

development of both the Argentine economy and national character, were the horse and

cow. For centuries, cattle and horses roamed freely over the plains, multiplying over time

from a handful of imported Spanish stock to enormous wild herds. Mastery of the horse

allowed the nomadic Indian to spread in all directions across the plains, and it was a vital

aspect of the gaucho character. The abundance of cattle provided inhabitants of the

pampa with sustenance and work, as well as laid the foundations for Argentina’s future

economic independence. Ezequiel Martínez Estrada writes:

“When in Facundo our country people are defined as having customs
similar to those of the Tartars and of the Arabs, these characteristics are
attributed to the plains; and the plains were responsible, but only as
reflected through the quiet omnipresence of the horse and the cow. The
horse is as much in the Hun and the gaucho as the plains are in the horse’s
hooves.”9

Numerous travelers and writers in 19th century frontier Argentina drew

comparisons between the solitude of the pampa and the mythic landscapes of the Old

Testament. Whereas foreigners praised the hypnotic beauty of the plains and the

7 Latham, Wilfrid. The States of the River Plate. (2d ed.; London, 1868), pp. 28-29
8 Slatta, p. 23
9 Martínez Estrada, Ezequiel. X-Ray of the Pampa. The Texas Pan American Series. Austin: University of
Texas Press, 1971, p. 68
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primitive hospitality of its inhabitants, Argentine politicians in favor of modernization

criticized the backwardness of the pampa and its predisposition against centralized

government. Sarmiento referred to the campesinos, or country folk, as “American

Bedouins,” and argued that the extreme distances in which they lived from each other

prevented the sense of nationhood necessary to propel Argentina into the modern age:

“Imagine an expanse of two thousand square leagues, inhabited
throughout, but where the dwellings are usually four or even eight leagues
apart, and two leagues, at least, separate the nearest neighbors. The
production of moveable property is not impossible, the enjoyments of
luxury are not wholly incompatible with this isolation; wealth can raise a
superb edifice in the desert. But the incentive is wanting; no example is
near; the inducements for making a great display which exist in a city, are
not known in that isolation and solitude.”10

While Sarmiento’s criticism is aimed at the inhabitants of the pampa for the lack

of initiative to improve their standard of living and better themselves as Argentine

citizens, it is the pampa itself that precipitated and encouraged that backwardness.

William MacCann, a British traveler surveying the Argentine frontier in the 1840’s and

50’s, although enamored with the countryside and the hospitality of its people, expressed

similar sentiments regarding the pampa and its political effect on the people. “I do not

think,” he wrote, “the inhabitants of vast plains can be either poets or patriots;11 they are

not surrounded with any of the elements that kindle the fancy of the one, or inspire the

feelings of the other.”12 In this sense, the very geography of the countryside

foreshadowed inevitable political instability down the road. While liberals strove to unite

disparate Argentines under a common flag and constitution, caudillo strongmen, leading

10 Sarmiento, pp. 15-16
11 Emphasis added. -C.B.
12 MacCann, William. Two Thousand Miles' Ride Through the Argentine Provinces: Being an Account of
the Natural Products of the Country, and Habits of the People; with a Historical Retrospect of the Rio de la
Plata, Monte Video, and Corrientes, Volumes I. Reprinted from the first edition. New York: AMS Press
Inc. , 1853, p. 136
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armed militias fresh from the wars of independence, used their influence to gain control

of the sparsely inhabited interior provinces. Historians and political scientists have

commented that vast plains are inherently disposed to dictatorships, as there are no

geographic features to obstruct the authority of the tyrant. In this way, the immensity of

the pampa would aid the rise of the caudillos and initially obstruct the efforts of liberals

such as Sarmiento.

III. Argentine Independence and the Origins of the Liberals and Caudillos

To understand the political climate of 19th century Argentina and the origins of

both the liberals and the caudillos, a brief historical overview of its beginnings as a nation

is necessary. The powerful position held by the city of Buenos Aires at the outset of

independence and its aversion to the interior provided the shaky foundations upon which

local caudillos established their power and influence. Furthermore, the basic tenets of

Argentine liberalism began to take shape during this period under the leadership of

politicians such as Juan Martín de Pueyrredón and Bernardino Rivadavia.

On July 9, 1816, Argentine independence was formally declared by the second

revolutionary Congress at San Miguel de Tucumán. The end result was the United

Provinces of the Río de la Plata, led by Juan Martín de Pueyrredón. The new Constitution

of 1819 was essentially liberal in its philosophy; it sought to “assert the authority of

Buenos Aires over its claimed territories in political, military, and commercial terms.”13

The centralized government and the Constitution of the United Provinces were an early

prototype of the form of government that would be espoused in later decades by the new

generation of liberal thinkers, yet failed to combat the growing dissent fomenting in the

13 Lewis, Daniel K. The History of Argentina. 1st ed. New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2003, p. 41
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interior. Intellectuals such as Juan Bautista Alberdi would later criticize the early

government and analyze the mistakes that led to its failure (speaking of the early

revolutionary movement in the country, Alberdi wrote “Argentina lacked principles and

its society had many anomalies; it was an amalgamation of primitive elements and

perfect forms – the ignorance of the masses in conjunction with a democratic

representative republic”).14 The opposition to the dominance of Buenos Aires under

Pueyrredón split the country into the Unitarios, who supported the Constitution of 1819,

and the Federales, or Federalists, who called for a decentralized national government and

greater autonomy for the provinces. Armed provincial militias formed throughout the

country, the leaders of which quite often rose to prominence later on as powerful local

caudillos. This theme – the conflict between the city and the interior, or “civilization and

barbarism,” would continue for most of the 19th century.

Civil war erupted between the Unitarios and Federalists. “From this moment there

was nothing for the timid but to stop their ears and shut their eyes,” wrote Sarmiento.

“All others everywhere rushed to arms; the tread of horsemen was heard over the

pampas, and the cannon’s black mouth was seen at the gates of the cities.”15 Though the

Federalists proved strong militarily, winning a series of battles and ultimately capturing

Buenos Aires, a vague set of principles and hazy understanding of politics and economics

left them, for the time being, impotent. Efforts were made to ease the restrictions on trade

and commerce (something that for years benefitted the city at the expense of the interior

14 Dougherty, John E. "Juan Bautista Alberdi: A Study of His Thought" The Americas 29. 4 (1973), 489-
501, http://www.jstor.org/stable/980122. (accessed October 6, 2009)., p. 493
15 Sarmiento, p. 159
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provinces), but fundamental disagreements and overall incompetence on their part paved

the way for another brief period of Unitario dominance under Bernardino Rivadavia.16

As a city administrator, Rivadavia took the reigns of the Unitario movement and

implemented many of the liberal policies that had begun under Pueyrredón. He enacted

trade policies based on contemporary European economic thought, sought investment

from abroad (particularly from Great Britain, which had always eyed the region of the

Río de la Plata as a potentially lucrative trading partner), and founded the University of

Buenos Aires as a secular center of learning.17 Two of Rivadavia’s actions seemed to

foreshadow the future political importance of the frontier, and would leave a lasting

impression on the face of the pampa: anti-vagrancy laws and the Law of Emphyteusis,

“which borrowed its name from an ancient Roman law that promoted colonization.”18

The anti-vagrancy laws, which required dwellers of the frontier to produce, on demand,

official documents proving their employment, were the first of many steps aimed at

eliminating the country’s most hated inhabitant, the gaucho. Failure to produce the

necessary documents resulted in forced military service. The Law of Emphyteusis was

drafted with the intention of reducing commercial tariffs and increasing foreign trade, but

“in practice, the law allowed those who acted quickly to gain exclusive control of the

16 Lewis, p. 41
17 The nation’s principal university up till then, the University of Córdoba, was founded by the Spanish in
1618. There is much significance in Rivadavia’s founding of the University of Buenos Aires. Córdoba is a
province at the heart of Argentina’s interior, and the city of Córdoba was seen as a center of traditional
Spanish thought and Catholicism. Sarmiento later expressed hope that Córdoba’s intellectual background
would cause it to “see the light,” so to speak: “The inhabitants have the greatest possible respect for
learning, an effect produced by the university of two centuries standing. The love of learning presupposes a
certain degree of civilization, so that notwithstanding the conservative nature and direction of the studies,
there must be in Córdova a large number in favor of progressive culture and intelligence,” p. 165. At the
time, however, Rivadavia’s geographic and secular shift was a symbolic stab at the interior and its
backwardness.
18 Lewis, p. 42
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public lands.”19 In just a few years, control of much of the land that had for centuries

been free and sparsely inhabited passed into the hands of a few ambitious investors.

Finally, Rivadavia began drafting a new Constitution to replace that of 1819

which had been suspended by the Federalists. Once again, it asserted the political and

economic dominance of Buenos Aires over the provinces. Rivadavia hadn’t learned from

the mistakes of Pueyrredón and the second revolutionary Congress – “Buenos Aires

cannot regulate the economy of the whole interior, which is stranger to it than Europe.”20

This gave the scattered Federalists another cause for unity, and throughout the provinces

the armed militias and their wealthy estanciero (rancher) leaders once again rose against

the “tyranny” of the city. Civil war and foreign conflict with Brazil21 brought about the

resignation of Rivadavia and the collapse of the United Provinces of the Río de la Plata.

The following power vacuum aided the rise of the caudillos: “in the interior of the

Republic, without ever having passed the frontiers, were dozens of leaders, who, in four

years, had been raised from the rank of gaucho-outlaws to that of commanders; from

commanders to generals, and from generals to absolute masters of provinces.”22

Harnessing a combination of charisma, influence from past military campaigns, and the

power of fear, the strongmen of the pampa built loyal followings in the countryside and

came to control, from their large estancias, entire provinces.

Sarmiento’s monumental work “Facundo: Life in the Argentine Republic in the

Days of the Tyrants; or, Civilization and Barbarism,” is named for Juan Facundo

Quiroga, the gaucho-ruler of the province of La Rioja. While Sarmiento personifies

19 Lewis, p. 42
20 Martínez Estrada, p. 75
21 1825-1827. An attack on Brazilian forces in Montevideo resulted in the naval blockade of Buenos Aires,
effectively hampering trade and discrediting the authority of Rivadavia.
22 Sarmiento, p. 156
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caudillismo in the person of Facundo, however, the entire text is in reality a thinly-veiled

critique of Argentina’s most prominent caudillo, Juan Manuel de Rosas. The

authoritarian ruler of the province of Buenos Aires shaped Argentina’s early history and

provided the liberals with the perfect antagonist for the next twenty years.

IV. Juan Manuel de Rosas and Argentine Federalism

All across the pampa, and even stretching as far north as the Argentine litoral

bordering Brazil, Paraguay, and Uruguay (the sub-tropical “Mesopotamia” area

encompassing the provinces of Misiones, Corrientes, and Entre Ríos),23 caudillos rose to

power. The aftermath of the conflict between the Federalists and Unitarios, coupled with

Rivadavia’s resignation, paved the way for the wealthy cattle ranchers, many of whom

had commanded respect as militia commanders in previous wars. Embracing the

Federalist principles of weak centralized government and provincial autonomy, the

caudillos espoused a primarily agricultural economy and fiercely defended rural

traditions. Juan Facundo Quiroga, Estanislao López, and Justo José de Urquiza emerged

as provincial rulers in La Rioja, Santa Fe, and Entre Ríos respectively,24 but it was Juan

Manuel de Rosas who commanded their loyalty and became the embodiment of

Argentine caudillismo in the 19th century.

Rosas became governor of Buenos Aires province in 1829. There are numerous

factors responsible for his ascendency to power, all of which may be viewed as a

“formula” for the successful caudillo.25 Firstly, he came from an influential ranching

23 Lewis, p. 4
24 Ibid., pp. 45-48
25 Martínez Estrada, p. 49. Estrada offers up his own analysis of the rise of the caudillos in “X-Ray of the
Pampa”: “The caudillo was not a feudal baron, but a bandit gifted by nature with an inborn social
consciousness and lacking, in the same strong and solid measure, a society and a true sense of justice that
would allow him freedom of choice. It was quite logical for him to invoke Divine Providence in his
proclamations while ordering mass executions; thus, it was natural that the priest should have a certain
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family with colonial roots in the area. It was claimed by Sarmiento that Rosas, like the

baqueano, or gaucho path-finder, could find his way through Buenos Aires province

when lost by simply studying the roots and foliage of the countryside;26 this familiarity

with his province, though exaggerated, reflected a deep love for his rural roots and placed

him in a positive light to the similarly rural-minded campesinos and gauchos he would

come to rule.

Secondly, Rosas gained renown as a young man in frontier skirmishes with native

tribes. Before his ascendency to the governorship, the southern frontier of Argentina lay

situated along a string of border outposts, more forts than towns. While colonos, or

settlers, could be found south and west of the border (in the province known today as La

Pampa), they existed there at their own risk, forever at the mercy of native tribes,

including the Araucanians, Tehuelches, and Pehuenches.27 Rosas’ campaigns extended

the frontier further south, making more land available for the ranchers who would form

the base of his support and of his agrarian-based economy. These campaigns, undertaken

in the years 1820 to 1828, provided Rosas with the political clout and reputation that

would serve him in the power struggle following the collapse of the United Provinces.28

Here we see one of the first instances in early Argentine history of the frontier and

its political significance. In a country that lacked the gold and silver of Mexico or Peru,

tendency to follow and to succeed him. He passed through cities like an avenging angel, and the tenacity of
his barbarism could convince anyone that he was in the right. In the worst of cases, he greatly resembled
the epic heroes, who also were bandits, that is to say, antisocial types only when viewed in isolation from
their environment. In appropriate surroundings, the bandit is equivalent to the demigod. In America, which
lacked a society, he was the embryo of one. He could say: I am the State – because there was no State. He
was Power and Law in the dominion of chaos, a Messiah whose tragic destiny was to bear the burden of his
people’s sins, to be sacrificed, and in the course of time to be disbelieved.”
26 Sarmiento, p. 37
27 These will be discussed later on. Contested Ground: Comparative Frontiers on the Northern and
Southern Edges of the Spanish Empire. 1st ed. Donna J. Guy and Thomas E. Sheridan. Tucson: The
University of Arizona Press, 1998, p. xiii.
28 Lewis, pp. 43-44
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only land had value, and Rosas capitalized on this by conquering it and distributing it to

his supporters. Martínez Estrada writes:

“This land had no precious metals to be picked up on the surface or
ancient civilizations to destroy; it possessed no fabulous cities, only
handfuls of naked savages; yet it continued to be a metaphysical asset in
the minds of the sons of the conquistador. It came to represent power,
domination, rank. To possess land was to possess cities that would be built
in the future, to rule over people who would populate them in the future, to
own haciendas that would multiply fantastically in the future. Nothing else
had value.”29

Interestingly enough, the portrayal of the Indian as the common enemy and his

land as something belonging rightfully to the white Argentine is a recurring theme in the

country’s history, no matter who governed from Buenos Aires. Despite their hatred for

Rosas and his dictatorship, the liberals adopted the same principle, and for the duration of

the 19th century the Indian represented the perfect antagonist to stir up patriotic

sentiments of frontier conquest. Rosas was one of the first politicians to recognize this

and used it to his advantage.

Finally, Rosas exerted charisma and an amiable personality, traits indispensable in

winning the loyalty of the common Argentine. The British traveler William MacCann

met with Rosas at his estancia in the 1840’s. Describing the dictator, he wrote:

“His natural drollery, and fondness for practical jokes, made him very
popular with the common soldiers; and his personal influence over the
militia, when only a subaltern, was very considerable. In his character of a
country gentleman he gained the hearts of the peasantry: he surpassed
them all in feats of activity and address, in taming wild horses, and
throwing the lasso; and his management of an estancia was excellent.”30

29 Martínez Estrada, p. 9
30 MacCann, William. Two Thousand Miles' Ride Through the Argentine Provinces: Being an Account of
the Natural Products of the Country, and Habits of the People; with a Historical Retrospect of the Rio de la
Plata, Monte Video, and Corrientes, Volume II. Reprinted from the first edition. New York: AMS Press
Inc. , 1853, p. 4
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The affable personality that left MacCann charmed had the same effect on the

rural population, who appreciated Rosas’ aura of country modesty in contrast to the high-

minded intellectualism of the urban liberals. Rosas’ displays of egalitarianism among his

troops earned him great respect particularly among the gauchos, who made up the bulk of

his forces. Darwin, who in 1833 believed that Rosas’ rule was beneficial for the young

country, observed the same loyalty among his followers and even touched upon the

beginnings of a dangerous trend in Rosista politics. He wrote:

“By these means, and by conforming to the dress and habits of the
Gauchos, he has obtained an unbounded popularity in the country, and in
consequence a despotic power. I was assured by an English merchant, that
a man who had murdered another, when arrested and questioned
concerning his motive, answered, ‘He spoke disrespectfully of General
Rosas, so I killed him.’ At the end of a week the murderer was at liberty.
This doubtless was the act of the general’s party, and not of the general
himself.”31

Darwin attempts to persuade both himself and the reader that this was an isolated

incident, and one in which Rosas played no personal part.32 Throughout his rule,

however, which lasted from 1829 to 1852, murders and executions of political opponents

were commonplace. In an effort to ensure loyalty amongst the scattered inhabitants of the

massive countryside, Rosas initiated a campaign of fear and intimidation, utilizing the

armed gauchos that comprised his Mazorca,33 or secret police. The loyalty he inspired

amongst his followers – by conforming to their dress and habits, as Darwin points out –

was so great that eventually his rule was enforced indirectly by vigilante Rosistas. Rosas

may not have had a direct role in pardoning the murderer, as Darwin suggests, but that’s

31 Darwin, p. 85
32 Ibid., p. 85. Darwin would later rescind all praise he lavished upon Rosas. In 1845, after having predicted
“prosperity and advancement” under the caudillo, he wrote “This prophecy has turned out entirely and
miserably wrong.”
33 Skidmore, Thomas E., Smith, Peter H. Modern Latin America. 6th ed. New York: Oxford University
Press, 2005, p. 70
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only because it wasn’t necessary; the Rosista political machine was already in place

throughout the countryside, thanks to his far-reaching influence (“Rosas triumphed over

his enemies by that power, which made all his satellites passive instruments and blind

executors of his supreme will”).34

In addition to punishing any political dissent, individuals were encouraged to

wear red ribbons in support of the dictator35, and those who didn’t had their patriotism

called into question by the Mazorca. (The importance of colors in the Argentine political

struggle was significant. For Sarmiento, red symbolized the bloodshed and barbarism of

the countryside, as opposed to the peaceful blue and white of the cities which would

eventually grace the national flag. From exile in Chile, he wrote “Destiny has not yet

decided between thee and Rosas, between the cities and the pampas, between the blue

stripe and the red ribbon!”).36 In defense of his actions, Rosas claimed that the executions

were necessary to maintain political stability, and that often the deaths of a few prevented

the deaths of many.37

Modern historians have been more sympathetic to Rosas and the role he played in

Argentina’s early frontier economy. While it was undoubtedly a repressive regime, his

efforts to expand the southern and western borders of Buenos Aires province (at the

expense of the pampean natives) provided more land for the ranching elites that formed

the important backbone of his support. More land for cattle and sheep ranching meant an

34 Sarmiento, p. 202
35 MacCann, Vol. II, p. 5. The ribbons were often emblazoned with the slogan “Viva la Confederación
Argentina! Mueran los Salvajes Unitarios!” or “Long live the Argentine Confederation! Death to the
Savage Unitarios!”
36 Sarmiento, p. 162
37 MacCann, Vol. II, pp. 5-6. “The word death was only meant to express a wish that the Unitarians, as a
political party in opposition to the government, should be destroyed. Many Unitarians, it was true, had been
executed; but only because twenty drops of blood shed at a proper moment might save the spilling of
twenty thousand.”
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increase in livestock items for export to Europe and elsewhere; dried beef was shipped to

the slave societies of Cuba and Brazil, wool to Europe and the United States, and leather

products to Great Britain, where hides were utilized in the factories of the rapidly

industrializing country.38

Though contemporary and modern critics have pointed out that Rosas’ focus on

an all-livestock economy paved the way for eventual financial stagnation, others such as

Lyman L. Johnson noted that the increased exportation of animal products to the rest of

the Atlantic world brought about great wealth. He writes:

“Total wealth in 1855 reached an estimated 7.24 billion pesos (deflated) or
1,204,225,000 dollars. That is, between 1830 and 1855, the province’s
economically active population doubled while total provincial wealth
increased nearly 10 times. It is worth recalling that this remarkable growth
occurred despite British and French blockades, war in Uruguay, and civil
war in the interior provinces. If this was the ‘barbarism’ of Sarmiento, it
was a barbarism capable of producing significant amounts of wealth.”39

In this way, Rosas’ agrarian mindset actually benefitted the country and laid the

foundations for what would become Argentina’s principal economic system, that is, the

exportation of products from the countryside to overseas buyers. Once again, the

caudillo’s utilization of the frontier is what helped him retain power among the wealthy

landowners and bring relative stability to the nation as a whole.

This policy of favoritism directed toward the landed elite was not without its side

effects, however. Ironically, Rosas’ distribution of conquered land widened the inequality

gap between the estancieros and his other major base of support, the gauchos. Cattle

ranches steadily increased in size, some covering areas of more than 120,000 acres, and

38 Johnson, Lyman L. "The Frontier as an Arena of Social Change: Wealth Distribution in Nineteenth-
Century Buenos Aires Province." Contested Ground: Comparative Frontiers on the Northern and Southern
Edges of the Spanish Empire 1, no. 1 (1998): 170.
39 Ibid., p. 176
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“by the end of the Rosas dictatorship in 1852, 28 percent of all ranchers owned 60

percent of the largest holdings (estates of ten square leagues or larger).”40 Whereas the

pampa had been an area of relative social mobility at the outset of Rosas’ dictatorship,

wealth shifted more and more into the hands of an elite group of cattle-barons over the

course of his rule. Johnson writes:

“This dramatic expansion in the volume and value of exports also
increased the economic and political power of the grazing elite. Although
land values on the province’s southern frontier were periodically
depressed by the government’s sale of land following military campaigns
against native peoples, the cattle ranching elite generally continued to
support and promote territorial expansion. At the same time, complaints
about high wages and labor scarcity from cattle ranchers and urban
employers led to the implementation of harsh new laws that required the
rural poor to find steady employment or face conscription or jail.”41

In this sense, Rosas’ policies seem strikingly similar to those of the liberals that

preceded and followed him; Bernardino Rivadavia implemented laws that in effect did

the same exact thing. Even in the traditional Argentina of the caudillos, where foreigners

were often looked on with suspicion (even MacCann was thought by some Argentine

politicians to be a spy),42 at least six of the thirty wealthiest estancieros were foreign-

born.43 While this is by no means a significant amount, it implies that Rosas was not

entirely averse to some ideas prevalent among the liberals, i.e. the settlement and

exploitation of the frontier by European immigrants as long as it generated wealth for the

40 Johnson., p. 171
41 Ibid, p. 172
42 MacCann, Vol. II, p. 2. “At such times, shadows are regarded as substances, and molehills magnified into
mountains; and it occurred to one of the speakers during a debate in the Sala (House of Representatives), to
allude to my journey as having been undertaken at the instance of the British government for the purpose of
collecting information for the guidance of Lord Howden. This rumour, equally groundless and ridiculous,
was very annoying, and rendered me uneasy as to my intended journey northward; for the speech of this
sapient senator appearing in the Gaceta, I came to be regarded as a sort of spy, and under such
circumstances it did not seem prudent to venture into the distant provinces.”
43 Johnson, p. 176
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country (although in comparison to liberal politicians such as Sarmiento and Alberdi, his

promotion of this was minimal).

Given the trends that began to take place in Rosas’ agrarian frontier economy –

the division of land amongst the wealthy, the vagrancy laws, and the gradual introduction

of immigrants – it can be said that Rosas actually played a part in the marginalization of

his iconic supporter, the gaucho. The gaucho, in turn, provided his support in both labor

and battle for a system that, intentionally or not, hastened his downfall.

Why, then, did the liberals continue to describe caudillos such as Rosas and Juan

Facundo Quiroga as examples of the gaucho malo?44 There are numerous reasons. Rosas’

incorporation of violence into politics, his charismatic “strongman” image, and his

aversion to all things urban in favor of the campo earned him the admiration of the

gauchos. The law of the countryside was based on example and Rosas’ decrees, rather

than on any Constitution. Furthermore, the intention behind his vagrancy laws was to

provide labor on the estancias, the country’s principal source of wealth; it was not to

eliminate the gaucho as a social group, as the liberals would later attempt. And finally,

the decentralized government of Federalism, in theory, provided the Argentine people

with the independence from the cities that the gauchos highly valued. The gaucho is,

essentially, the embodiment of caudillismo; Rosas simply didn’t have the foresight to see

the effect his policies would have on the pampa’s most iconic representative.

V. Liberals in Exile: D.F. Sarmiento & Juan Bautista Alberdi

The Rosas regime was not without its detractors. While caudillismo held sway in

the countryside, a new generation of thinkers, influenced by the political thought of

Western Europe and the United States, emerged in the urban centers of Argentina and its

44 Sarmiento, pp. 161-162
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neighboring countries (Montevideo and Valparaíso, in particular, provided safe havens

for Rosas’ liberal critics). These intellectuals, the philosophical inheritors to the Unitario

legacy, became known as the “Generation of 1837,” and they condemned, in their

writings, the caudillo backwardness that impeded Argentina in its political and economic

progress.45 Many, such as Alberdi, championed the so-called “Idea of Progress,” an

almost reverent belief in the “eternal progressive impulse of humanity.”46 Rosas and the

traditional agrarian-hispanicist tenets of caudillismo, they argued, were what prevented

the Argentine people from achieving the same economic and cultural success as the

North Americans, and from their exile they proposed the solutions that in later years

formed the basis for the Constitution of the Argentine Republic.

Domingo Faustino Sarmiento was one of the foremost liberal thinkers of the

Generation of 1837 and most outspoken critics of Rosas and his rural authoritarianism. In

“Life in the Argentine Republic in the Days of the Tyrants,” a classic of Argentine

literature, he depicts the brutality of Juan Facundo Quiroga, the gaucho ruler of La Rioja

province and one of Rosas’ subordinates, as the embodiment of caudillismo and all its

ignorance. From exile in Chile he wrote:

“As events succeed each other, we shall see the provincial montoneras
headed by their chiefs; the final triumph, in Facundo Quiroga, of the
country over the cities throughout the land; and by their subjugation in
spirit, government, and civilization, the final formation of the central
consolidated despotic government of the landed proprietor, Don Juan
Manuel Rosas, who applied the knife of the gaucho to the culture of
Buenos Ayres, and destroyed the work of centuries – of civilization, law
and liberty.”47

45 Lewis, p. 48
46 Dougherty, p. 493
47 Sarmiento, p. 55
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If Rosas, as we have seen, actually generated wealth for the country and began the

transformation of the pampa that the liberals would continue, why then did he come

under such criticism? Because despite the few successes modern historians have credited

Rosas with (in terms of economic activity and national stabilization), the inherent

differences between caudillismo and the liberal democracy that Sarmiento, Alberdi,

Estebán Echeverría, and Miguel Cané proposed were too great.48 Rosas may have

stabilized Argentina after a period of civil war and political confusion, but that

stabilization came as a result of an authoritarian regime that lasted over two decades, and

enforced its rule through systematic campaigns of fear and intimidation. In Rosas’

Argentina there was no place for the representative democracy of Western Europe and

North America that the liberals believed would lift the nation out of the “Dark Ages” and

into the modern era.49

The greatest differences – those that most infuriated Sarmiento and make up the

bulk of his criticisms – were cultural ones. After travelling through Europe and North

America in order to study the political culture and promote the cause of Argentine

liberalism, Sarmiento returned to his exile in Chile filled with new ideas: “He studied not

only education, but legislation, and all the nations he visited seemed to yield up to his

well-prepared inspection the secret of their being for evil or for good.”50 In Massachusetts

he struck up a lifelong friendship with Horace Mann, the pioneer of the public school

48 Lewis, p. 48
49 Sarmiento, p. 247. Nevertheless, Sarmiento expressed hope, in exile, that the nation was destined for
eventual greatness – greatness comparable only to the extraordinary backwardness of the caudillos:
“Something is to result from this chaos; either something surpassing the government of the United States of
North America, or something a thousand times worse than that of Russia, - the Dark Ages returned, or
political institutions superior to any yet known.”
50 Ibid, p. 353. From the “Biographical Sketch” written by Mrs. Horace Mann.
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system in the United States, and promptly established the foundations of a similar system

in Chile.

If Sarmiento harbored anger at Rosas before his travels abroad, the insights he

gained in Europe and North America only added to his frustration at the perceived

backwardness of his own country. Having seen the progress made in social reform and

public education elsewhere, he wrote “Have Facundo or Rosas ever done the least thing

for the public good, or been interested in any useful object? No.”51 “For Rosas,” he

writes:

“in so obstinately opposing the free navigation of rivers, in pretending to
fear European intrusion, in keeping up the hostility of the inland cities and
leaving them to their own resources, does not simply obey the instinctive
prejudice against foreigners, nor even the impulse of the ignorant native of
the port who, possessing the seaport and the general custom-house of the
Republic, does not care for the development of civilization and wealth of
the whole nation, or see that this would fill the harbor with ships bearing
the products of the interior, and the custom-house with merchandise. He
follows, rather, the natural instinct of the gaucho of the pampas, who has a
horror of water, a contempt for ships, and knows no greater delight than
riding a good horse. What does he care for mulberry-trees, sugar, indigo,
the navigation of rivers, European immigration, or anything beyond the
narrow circle of ideas in which he has lived?”52

As Lyman L. Johnson has already pointed out, Rosas did make use of both the

agrarian economy and the port at Buenos Aires to bring in wealth from overseas. Here it

seems that Sarmiento is lamenting the fact that neither was utilized to their full potential,

and furthermore that none of the generated wealth was ever invested in practical cultural

institutions, such as public education or a campaign to attract European immigrants. This

failure, he says, lies in the inherent nature of Rosas and the provincial caudillos – a

nature, essentially, of apathy towards progress and contentment with the status quo. The

51 Sarmiento, p. 190
52 Ibid, p. 213
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only examples we have discussed of “progress” under Rosas, that is, the vagrancy laws

that undermined the lifestyle of the gaucho, were unforeseen side effects of a measure

taken only to keep the agrarian economy of the estancieros afloat.

Sarmiento, in this quote, touches upon another major aspect of the liberal’s

political outline for Argentina: the importation of European immigrants. The liberals

believed that Argentina had all the necessary characteristics – massive expanses of land,

an abundance of resources, and a strategically placed Atlantic port city – to potentially

become one of the most powerful and wealthy nations of the Atlantic world. (Remember,

throughout “Life in the Argentine Republic,” Sarmiento frequently alludes to Argentina’s

future greatness, even in comparison to the United States).53 The only missing component

was the immigrant population, fresh from Europe with capital and ideas, to work the

factories of the cities and the ranches of the frontier, and to essentially replace the

campesinos already present (“If we lack an intelligent population,” wrote Sarmiento, “let

the people of Europe once feel that there is permanent peace and freedom in our country,

and multitudes of emigrants would find their way to a land where success is sure”).54

With them, the liberals believed, Argentina would shed its traditional, post-colonial

characteristics and continue the march towards modernity begun under Rivadavia and the

Unitarios.

The most vocal proponent of increased immigration, even more so than

Sarmiento, was Juan Bautista Alberdi, himself a political exile in Uruguay, Europe, and

Chile at the time of Rosas’ rule.55 From Chile, where he would remain till the overthrow

of Rosas in 1852, he wrote his influential Bases y puntos de partida para la organización

53 Sarmiento, pp. 5, 247
54 Ibid, p. 247
55 Dougherty, p. 491
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política de la República Argentina, which eventually formed the basis of the Argentine

Constitution under Bartolomé Mitre.56 From their various places of exile, the Generation

of 1837 commended Alberdi on the work, alluding to its future importance in Argentine

politics. On September 16, 1852, Sarmiento wrote:

“Mi querido Alberdi: Su Constitución es un monumento: es usted el
legislador del buen sentido bajo las formas de la ciencia...[E]s posible que
su Constitución sea adoptada; es posible que sea alterada, truncada; pero
los pueblos, por lo suprimido o alterado, verán el espíritu que dirige la
supresiones: su libro, pues, va a ser el Decálogo Argentino: la bandera de
todos los hombres de corazón. DOMINGO F. SARMIENTO.”57

Alberdi’s most emphatic proposal in his Bases y puntos, and that for which he is

most famous, is his call for European immigrants to populate the sparse countryside –

“Gobernar es poblar,” or, “to govern is to populate.”58 Before and during Rosas’ reign

there existed in the countryside numerous foreign landowners, particularly English, Irish,

and Scottish, and it was these estancieros that more often than not hosted William

MacCann on his journey throughout the pampa.59 Their presence was insignificant,

however, in comparison to the magnitude of the liberal’s vision for the countryside.

Whereas the estancias of wealthy English ranchers often resembled small British country

farms transplanted in the pampa, complete with Irish servants and farmhands, Alberdi

envisioned the entire pampa populated with rural Europeans that would pacify and reap

the wealth of the frontier, as was happening at the time in the United States. He wrote:

“Gobernar es poblar en el sentido que poblar es educar, mejorar, civilizar,
enriquecer y engrandecer espontánea y rápidamente, como ha sucedido en
los Estados Unidos. Mas para civilizar por medio de la población es

56 Lewis, p. 50
57 Alberdi, Juan Bautista. Bases y puntos de partida para la organización política de la República
Argentina. 1852, p. 4
58 Ibid, p. 5
59 MacCann, Vol. I, pp. 12-17. “Having enjoyed our simple repast, and given our steeds and ourselves rest,
we again rode on, and in about an hour arrived at the estancia, or cattle-farm, of Mr. Bell, a Scotch
gentleman, whose representative, in his absence, gave us a hearty welcome.”
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preciso hacerlo con poblaciones civilizadas; para educar a nuestra
América en la libertad y en la industria es preciso poblarla con
poblaciones de la Europa más adelantada en libertad y en industria, como
sucede en los Estados Unidos.”60

In this vision lies the crux of the liberal’s political philosophy. Alberdi believed

that a massive country like Argentina, with a population of roughly only eight hundred

thousand at the time, could not possibly progress in terms of education, wealth, and

culture until the cities were filled and the frontier settled by Europeans already trained in

the industrial and agrarian arts.61 Those already residing on the frontier were to either

adopt the modern dress and lifestyles of their new European counterparts, or have it

forced upon them.

Furthermore, Alberdi specifically promoted the immigration of Anglo-Saxons

over any other kind of European – the critical factor, he argued, behind the success of the

United States.62 The reasoning behind this lies in Alberdi’s theory of European society,

i.e. the division and distinct development of cultures of Greco-Roman origin and those of

Anglo-Saxon origin. Latin America, he believed, was a society of Greco-Roman origin,

and thus inherently predisposed to value the authority of the state, or patria, over that of

the individual (thus explaining the authoritarian caudillo regimes throughout Latin

America). Anglo-Saxon societies, on the other hand, valued liberty of the individual as

60 Alberdi, p. 5
61 Dougherty, pp. 494-495
 MacCann, Vol. I, p. 158. “It will thus be seen that the country is in a transition state, and that native
usages must eventually give place to those of a superior character. Already the European costume is
becoming very general, and wherever it is seen in the plains, worn by a native, it at once indicates the
change in his ideas.”
62 Alberdi, p. 6. He writes: “Si la población de seis millones de angloamericanos con que empezó la
República de los Estados Unidos, en vez de aumentarse con inmigrados de la Europa libre y civilizada, se
hubiese poblado con chinos o con indios asiáticos, o con africanos, o con otomanos, ¿sería el mismo país de
hombres libres que es hoy día?”
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sacred, thereby allowing for greater economic and political freedom.63 The quickest and

most efficient way to transpose this mindset upon the Argentine population, according to

Alberdi, was to essentially import a new population. He wrote that “a native Argentine

could not become the equal of an English worker in one hundred years – but he could be

influenced and educated by the example of the European.”64

The liberals, among them Sarmiento, Alberdi, and other influential members of

the Generation of 1837, would soon have the opportunity to take the reigns of

government and implement the ideas they had been developing for years in exile.

Military conflict with the rival caudillo Justo José de Urquiza, coupled with declining

public support, forced Juan Manuel de Rosas out of power and into exile after the Battle

of Caseros in 1852.65 Urquiza briefly led the nation as president of the Argentine

Confederation, although the city of Buenos Aires, fearing its former position of power

may become diminished, remained autonomous and directly at odds with the new

government in Entre Ríos. Urquiza, himself a former ally of Rosas, attempted to continue

the caudillo policies that had governed the nation for the previous two decades. Without

the port of Buenos Aires, however, he could not rely on the same agrarian-export system

that had sustained Rosas’ economy, and in 1861 was forced to capitulate to Bartolomé

Mitre and the forces of the city.66 Mitre’s presidency of the Argentine Republic ushered

in the era of the liberals, who in turn set about with their irrevocable transformation of the

pampa.

 Writing at the same time as Alberdi, coincidentally, was the English philosopher John Stuart Mill, himself
a staunch defender of the liberty of the individual.
63 Dougherty, pp. 494-495
64 Ibid, p. 494
65 Lewis, pp. 48-50
66 Ibid, pp. 49-50
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VI. Inhabitants of the Frontier: Gauchos, Immigrants & Indians

The countryside that both the caudillos and the liberals sought to mold to their

own political ideals was and had been inhabited for centuries by a diverse population,

whose presence shaped the character of the pampa as significantly as they, in turn, were

shaped by it. The state of these Argentines, however, who had lived relatively unmolested

lifestyles for hundreds of years from the time of the Spanish settlement, changed

drastically over the course of the 19th century. New inhabitants were brought in and

displaced the indigenous population in a matter of decades. The shifting demographics of

the frontier represented the shift in Argentine politics, and essentially marked the

beginning of the country’s era of modernity.

The gaucho is arguably the most historically important inhabitant of the Argentine

frontier, both symbolically67 and politically. The romanticized cowboys of the Southern

Cone, as we have discussed, made up the bulk of the caudillo’s support, played an

instrumental role in the wars of Independence, and worked the estancias and saladeros68

that fueled the national economy. They incurred the disdain of the urban intellectuals at

the height of their existence, only to become the symbol of the Argentine national

character after they had all but disappeared.69 A variety of factors contributed to the

downfall of the classical gaucho as we know it, all of which were steps towards

Argentine modernization.

There are numerous theories as to the origins of the gaucho, many of them overly

romanticized. Some historians and linguists claim the name is derived from the native

67 Years after his decline, with the liberals firmly in power, proponents of the literary genre gauchesco
idolized the fallen gaucho in poems and novels, the most famous of which being José Hernández’s “El
Gaucho Martín Fierro.” In these works the gaucho symbolizes the lost value of true independence.
68 Slatta, p. 238. Meat-salting factories.
69 Lewis, p. 14
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Araucanian word hauchú, meaning “orphan,”70 which is appropriate considering the

gaucho’s solitary and wandering nature. The writer Ezequiel Martínez Estrada proposes

that the gaucho is one of the very earliest products of Argentina, and describes him as the

inevitable outcome of contact between invading Europeans and the native pampean

population:

“His father was one of the invaders and he would leave. His mother
belonged to the vanquished and she would die. But he was the people who
would remain. Nothing could incline him toward respect for the past, for
the family, or for legal and ecclesiastical customs and forms, he who
carried a name that meant nothing to his blood. Abandoned to
wretchedness and contempt whether he was recognized or not, he was
closer to nature than to civilization.”71

This explains the gaucho’s typically mestizo background,72 as well as his

contempt for all things urban. There are other factors, however, that gave rise to the

gaucho as a distinct subgroup on the pampa. Since Argentina’s earliest days as a colonial

frontier of the Spanish Empire, land was owned by an extremely tiny minority of wealthy

families, many of which would retain their privileged status all the way through the 19th

century. Slatta writes that in the Buenos Aires countryside in 1744, only 168 out of 6,000

people actually owned property, and that this uneven distribution “forced many rural

workers into a vagabond existence.”73 Whereas Martínez Estrada’s gaucho chose his

landless, wandering existence out of prideful disdain for civilization, these statistics show

that for many their impoverished state was the result of unfair land distribution (which

70 Slatta, p. 9
71 Martínez Estrada, p. 26
72 Slatta, p. 15. It should be noted that being mestizo was not a prerequisite to being a gaucho. Slatta points
out that “the man’s speech, mannerisms, equestrian and work skills, values, and character, not his ethnic
origin, determined his standing as a gaucho. Gauchos were a distinctive social group with a particular
subculture – not a separate race.”
73 Slatta, p. 91
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was continued, albeit unknowingly, by Rivadavia’s Law of Emphyteusis in 1826).74 This,

more than anything else, created the backwards “American Bedouins” of the countryside

that so frustrated the liberals.

Changes implemented in the 19th century established the foundations for the

gauchos’ gradual disappearance/assimilation. Firstly, as we have discussed, the demand

for labor on the large estancias (owned largely by the same families as during the

colonial period) in the time of Rosas caused the dictator to pass his anti-vagrancy laws,

forcing the landless gaucho to either work as a peon de campo, or ranch worker, join the

military in one of the various border forts, or live a life of crime and destitution.75 (The

poet José Hernández lamented the oppression of the gaucho in his epic poem “Martín

Fierro”: “A gaucho’d live in his home country / as safe as anything, / but now – it’s a

crime! / things have got to be so twisted / that a poor man wears out his life / running

from the authorities”).76 Conscripted gauchos were often the first line of defense on the

frontier against Indian raids, and it was here as well that they had some of their first

encounters with the “gringo” population.77

In later years, with the liberals governing from Buenos Aires, the exact opposite

situation worked against the gauchos. Whereas the labor shortage of the 1840’s forced the

gaucho from his nomadic life, improvements in agrarian technology and the influx of

immigrants to the countryside created a surplus of labor and made certain jobs on the

estancia obsolete. The expansion of railroads into the countryside, sponsored by English

74 Lewis, p. 42
75 Johnson, p. 172
76 Hernández, José. El Gaucho Martín Fierro. Frank G. Carrino and Alberto J. Carlos. New York: State
University of New York Press, 1967, p. 21
77 Ibid, p. 65. “I never shall forget / what happened to me that time… / One night, I was coming into the
fort / when one of the regulars – / who was half drunk, anyhow – / failed to recognize me. / He was a
gringo who talked so thick / no one understood what he said. / Lord knows where he can have come from! /
He wasn’t a Christian, probably, / as the only thing he said was / that he was a Papo-litano.”
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investors, made the transportation of cattle and hides to the city a quick, easy affair, and

deprived the traditional cattle drovers of their livelihood. The introduction of barbed wire

to the frontier, and the subsequent sectioning off of land into easily managed puestos

“reduced labor needs to a single foreman and one peon per 10,000 hectares (24,710

acres). In effect ranch labor demand had been reduced by a factor of five.”78 European

immigrants, who brought with them technical skills and the willingness to do manual

labor on foot (the gaucho rarely deigned to perform such “degrading” work as ditch-

digging, brick-laying, or sowing) began to either displace the traditional gaucho-peon, or

force him to adapt to their habits. Those who didn’t (or couldn’t) were often forced to

seek work in the cities as policemen, firefighters, or soldiers.79

Besides their skills and capital, European immigrants brought with them

ethnocentric mindsets which did their part to ostracize the gaucho, as well. Notoriously

inept at any form of labor organization (the closest the gauchos ever came to

“organizing” was the massacre of 17 European colonos in Tandil in 1872)80, the native

gauchos and peons could not comprehend the various socialist and anarchist doctrines of

the recently arrived Spanish and Italian “gringo” immigrants, who in turn viewed the

gaucho as ignorant and without place in the labor movement:

“Major socialist leaders such as Nicolás Repetto molded the party’s anti-
native ideology. Writing about Argentine laborers of the interior in 1901,
he described them as ‘insolent and vice-ridden idlers…ignorant and
superstitious, victims of alcohol, gambling and other vices…lacking any
sense of home or family.’ Repetto understood that the provincianos’

78 Slatta, p. 30
79 Ibid, p. 50
80 Ibid, p. 52, 173. “The vicious extermination…[m]ost clearly manifests the gauchos’ sentiments: the
Basque pulpero represented the new pampa and the loss of a traditional, beloved way of life. The band
destroyed the store’s account books, wherein ‘little marks’ inexorably strangled the gaucho’s freedom and
enslaved him economically.”
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‘miserable and exploited’ condition stemmed from structural social ills,
but, like most socialists, he considered them beyond help.”81

Recently arrived Europeans, particularly the English, even criticized that which

the gaucho was most admired for, his horsemanship. The gaucho’s violent method of

breaking wild horses, and their propensity to ride them to death across the pampa (a habit

permissible, if not recommendable, by the frontier’s abundance in livestock) came under

harsh criticism from more refined and scientific breeders and handlers, and their

influence caused many estancieros to rethink the gaucho’s role on the ranch even in that

respect. (“The old creole pingo and his nemesis, the gaucho domador, both yielded to

modern, foreign-inspired replacements”).82 This harsh blow to the gaucho’s pride

foreshadowed further erosion of his reputation and value on the fast-approaching pampa

gringa.

The work of both Argentine political forces aided in the decline of the gaucho and

his reluctant assimilation into modern Argentine society. The caudillos, in order to

appease the landed cattle ranchers (who, in fact, seem to be the only inhabitants of the

pampa never to undergo any major changes: “As one Argentine scholar has noted, one

encounters ‘the same names, the same families, the same interests’ dominating provincial

affairs throughout the century”),83 transplanted the gaucho from the plains to the ranch

out of economic necessity. The liberals, having succeeded in their strategy of “gobernar

es poblar,” replaced the gaucho with the European laborer, and forced him from the ranch

to the cities, or into oblivion. The gaucho did not regain his importance again until the

81 Slatta, p. 54
82 Ibid, p. 45
83 Ibid, p. 96
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mid-twentieth century, and even then only figuratively, when he reemerged as a

nationalist symbol of “lost valued traditions.”84

Europeans, in the meantime, came to Argentina in droves and established

themselves in numerous professions on the countryside, until “the pampa of cattle,

gauchos, and estancias had become a plain of towns and immigrants.”85 English, Spanish,

Basque, Irish,86 Italian, and French settlers predominated, fulfilling, it seemed, Sarmiento

and Alberdi’s dream of a “civilized” countryside. Their arrival and settlement was made

possible by the liberal government’s enthusiastic immigration campaigns and the

widespread availability of unused land for tenant farming. Ironically, however, the

liberals suffered what can be seen as historical poetic justice; the gringo colonos proved

in many ways to be just as “backwards” as the gauchos they were intended to replace.

Whereas Alberdi specifically called for the immigration of Anglo-Saxons, Italians and

Spanish made up the overwhelming bulk of the new population, with Italians comprising

71 percent of all immigrants in the 1860’s.87 Sarmiento lamented, towards the end of his

life, that all his efforts had attracted the “least cultured of Europeans,” who corrupted the

Spanish dialect and “represented no appreciable improvement over the backward native

Spanish and mestizo population.”88 Whereas the gaucho never organized to improve his

lot, Spanish and Italians came armed with anarchist and socialist political ideals,

84 Lewis, p. 14
85 Slatta, p. 164
86 MacCann, Vol. I, p. 99. The Irish in particular, in the earlier part of the mid-19th century, prospered
greatly as farmhands in the Catholic country. MacCann noted: “On reaching the house we saw some
Irishmen making a ditch, with whom I had a long conversation, in which I learned that this description of
labour is the most profitable: these men were earning, according to their own calculation, ten to twelve
shillings a day…[I]f ten or fifteen thousand of the starving population of Ireland were scattered over this
country they would all be welcomed, and find plenty of work at good wages.”
87 Slatta, p. 164
88 Ibid, p. 177
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something foreign and potentially destructive to the Argentina the liberals had struggled

to create.

As the gauchos were slowly blending in with the new Argentine society, and

Europeans poured into the pampa, one other frontier group remained hanging in the

balance. The first and oldest of the pampa’s inhabitants were the various native tribes

scattered throughout the countryside, and it was they who underwent the greatest

changes. Whereas the uneducated gaucho, whose greatest pleasures were horseback-

riding, knife-fighting, and gambling, represented the violent politics of the caudillos, and

the hardworking, civilized European immigrant was the liberal’s example of the model

Argentine citizen, the natives can be seen to represent neither party, but rather to

represent the land itself. A Jesuit missionary that resided with the pampean Indians thus

describes their lifestyle:

“…to live here today, tomorrow elsewhere; now I want to enjoy the
pleasant shores of this stream, and tiring of it find another; now I want the
shelter of woods, the solitudes, or the wide expanse of grassy plains; here
to hunt and there to fish; here to pick the wild fruit and then to move with
the season to new harvests; I roam as I will, leaving nothing behind to call
or torment me; tragedy cannot reach me for I have nothing to lose;
everything is with me and I have no other needs.”89

Although a highly romanticized account, this description still accurately depicts

the abundance and immensity of the countryside, and the semi-nomadic lifestyle it

encouraged amongst the native peoples (the most numerous of whom being tribes such as

the Tehuelches, Pehuenches, Querandí, and the Chilean-Mapuche descended

Araucanians, or Moluches). It also mirrors the earlier sentiments of William MacCann,

who felt that the size of the featureless plains prevented any potential patriotism or

89 Scobie, James. Argentina: A City and a Nation. New York: Oxford University Press, 1964, p. 37
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allegiance to the idea of a sovereign nation.90 The plentiful food and resources allowed

the Indians of the frontier to travel freely and relatively peacefully, and their lack of

established settlements (besides the occasional toldería, or camp)91 denied the Spanish

the simple conquest of a sedentary civilization, such as they had done with the Incas.

After independence in the 19th century, as Argentines began pushing south and

west from Buenos Aires, they came into greater contact with the Indians than at any

previous point in the country’s history – until then only a handful of missionaries and

explorers had ventured into the wilds of the pampa and Patagonia. With the subsequent

power vacuum after the wars of independence, however, anti-Indian military campaigns

became viable ways of building reputations and gaining political clout (as we saw with

the young Rosas).92 The ever-expanding borders of “civilized” Argentina required

constant defense from potential Indian attacks, and out of the numerous forts and military

outposts built by both liberals and caudillos grew the border-towns that pacified certain

elements of the native population:

“Tandil having been originally intended for a frontier post, and place of
defense against the Indians, has a fort mounting four small guns; the
frontier, however, has been so rapidly extended, both to the south and
west, that Tandil has ceased to have any value as a military outpost, and
has subsided into a place of trade for the surrounding population.
Estancias already encroach on the Indian hunting-grounds, for forty
leagues westward; and similar establishments will soon reach along the
shores of the Atlantic, as far as Bahia Blanca; the Christian population,
however, is very thin. A few years ago General Rosas seized all the
women in Buenos Ayres of a doubtful character, and sent them towards

90 MacCann, Vol. I, p. 36
91 Ibid, Vol. I, p. 110
 Martínez Estrada, p. 22. “When war was waged for territory, the Indian was sought as an ally; but when it
was conducted for political domination and to make a fortune, the Indian was sought out and
exterminated.”
92 Lewis, pp. 43-44
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this frontier, with strict orders for their detention; hoping to augment the
population by that means.”93

This process – the transformation of a military post into a center of commerce and

interaction between whites and natives – took place in numerous locations along the

frontier, and was the first step in the Argentine government’s attempt to pacify and

assimilate its Indian population. Politicians, both caudillo and liberal, established treaties

with the various tribes of the pampa, led by caciques, and these chieftains provided

military aid against the more violent tribes.94 Missions could often be found in the

frontier towns, and although most natives retained their own religious beliefs, a handful

(which would increase in size considerably in later years, when the Indians faced near-

extinction), converted to Catholicism.

William MacCann passed through some of these settlements on his voyage in the

1840’s, and commented on the abject poverty and, from his European point of view,

repulsive lifestyle of the pacified natives. Although originally intended as a “commercial

depot” for the numerous tribes of Pampas Indians in the area, Tapalqueen was already

showing signs at the time of MacCann’s arrival that it would soon become, for a number

of reasons, one of the various frontier tolderías filled with subjugated Indians, “devoted”

to their “paternal” white Colonel:95

“Here they come to exchange their produce, consisting of the skins of
animals and garments made of wool, for trinkets, edge-tools, and other
hardwares. The sale of spirits is prohibited; but alcohol is obtained not far
off, and drunk to excess by both sexes…[T]he plains all around are
studded with Indian huts, or toldos, and, in my rides amongst them, I was
struck with their extreme filth and nastiness: the carcasses of horses were
lying about in various states of putrefaction.”96

93 MacCann, Vol. I, pp. 85-86
94 Lewis, p. 45
95 MacCann, Vol. I, p. 110
96 Ibid, p. 110
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These natives, once nomadic, became increasingly drawn to the frontier trading

towns, which offered easy access to bartered goods and alcohol. Although the toldos

were temporary and transportable, MacCann notes that more and more appeared on the

outskirts of Tapalqueen, foreshadowing the eventual settlement of the Indians in the

Argentine-controlled villages. Politicians such as Rosas, as MacCann pointed out,97

would subsequently fill the villages with white Argentines in the hopes that they would

assimilate their Pehuenche, Guilliche, or Tehuelche neighbors. Treaties establishing

commercial ties, military alliances, and overall peaceful cohabitation were then put into

place for the time being.

These treaties were often ephemeral and opportunistic in nature, however, and

masked the true intentions of whichever power was governing from Buenos Aires. Both

liberal and caudillo, despite their distinct political beliefs, agreed that the Indian impeded

the progress of the white Argentine, and sought in their “treaties” to cripple the native

population either through dependency, treachery, or outright conquest. Darwin, after

hearing the account of a massacre of Indians near the Río Colorado, expressed his disgust

at what he considered an unthinkable atrocity in a “Christian civilized country.”98 The

white officer in charge of the expedition thus retorted: “Why, what can be done? they

breed so!”99 Commenting on Rosas’ campaign against a tribe of disobedient pampa

Indians, Darwin points out the treacherous nature of the white-native treaties:

“The escape of the Indians to the south of the Río Negro, where in such a
vast unknown country they would be safe, is prevented by a treaty with the
Tehuelches to this effect; – that Rosas pays them so much to slaughter
every Indian who passes to the south of the river, but if they fail in so

97 MacCann, Vol. I, p. 86
98 Darwin, p. 115
99 Ibid, p. 114
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doing, they themselves are to be exterminated. The war is waged chiefly
against the Indians near the Cordillera; for many of the tribes on this
eastern side are fighting with Rosas. The General, however, like Lord
Chesterfield, thinking that his friends may in a future day become his
enemies, always places them in the front ranks, so that their numbers may
be thinned.”100

The liberals carried out similar underhanded policies of gradual subjugation

against their native “allies,” setting the foundations for their eventual conquest. Tribes

such as the Tehuelches that Darwin discusses, in exchange for their military cooperation

and agreeing not to raid frontier settlements (a common problem on the ever-expanding

border in the mid-19th century, and one that added to the “frontier mystique” the liberals

would attempt to dispel) received payments of cattle or mares from the Argentine

government at regular intervals. Caciques relied on these payments as the only means of

feeding their people, as the traditional food source – wild cattle and horses – was being

penned up all across the countryside (thanks to the improvements in fencing implemented

by European settlers).

An 1878 peace treaty drafted and signed by then Minister of War Julio Argentino

Roca includes an example of this system of bribery:

“El Gobierno Nacional acuerda a los dos Caciques principales, arriba
mencionados, para repartir entre todos los Caciques, Capitanejos y tríbus
que comprende este tratado (2000) dos mil yeguas cada tres meses para su
subsistencia.”101

Looking to make a profit, however, and not believing it to be their duty to feed

“savage” Indians, the livestock suppliers provided the natives with only the leanest and

100 Darwin, p. 116. Darwin ends this paragraph by stating “Since leaving South America we have heard that
this war of extermination completely failed.” This particular campaign may not have succeeded; but
Darwin would have been dismayed, 40 years later, to hear that Julio Roca’s “Conquest of the Desert” was
anything but a failure.
101 Roca, Julio Argentino. “Tratado de Paz, Julio 30 de 1878.” Universidad Nacional de Luján, Archivo
General de la Nación, Ministerio del Interior, Sala VII 1386 (Fondo Julio Argentino Roca)
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most worthless animals, from which no useful meat could come. The Indians, totally

impoverished, were forced to sell the livestock back to the supplier at a price far lower

than what the government had paid for them, only to receive them back again at the next

interval. This seemingly endless vicious cycle completely demoralized entire Indian

communities, and forced many to return to their former raiding ways as a means of

survival:

“Effectively closed out of opportunities for commerce and denied rations,
the non-allied Pampas Indians saw that joining the Araucanians and
organizing larger and deadlier malones was their only remaining option.
Powerful and charismatic individuals took on prominent political and
military roles, and war chiefs like Calfucurá and Llanquetruz, leader of the
Ranqueles, gained notoriety for their increasingly hostile raids of
unprotected ranches.”102

The Argentine military would respond in kind, destroying the toldería of the

offending tribe or, in many instances, that of one that had nothing to do with the raid –

further demoralizing the Indian people. These acts of retribution quickly escalated into a

full-scale war of extermination. Although more moderate liberal politicians such as

Minister of War Adolfo Alsina believed that the assimilation of the natives was still

possible, and implemented more peaceful methods of pacifying the frontier,103 his death

in 1877 paved the way for Julio Argentino Roca and his vision of complete military

victory over the Indians. Roca’s beliefs mirrored those of contemporary North

American’s claims of Manifest Destiny, and wrote “Our self-respect as a virile people

obliges us to put down as soon as possible, by reason or by force, this handful of savages

102 Jones, Kristine L. “Comparative Raiding Economies: North and South.” Contested Ground:
Comparative Frontiers on the Northern and Southern Edges of the Spanish Empire 1, no. 1 (1998): 111.
103 Such as the construction of a 240 mile trench to prevent cattle theft and the introduction of telegraph
lines stretching from Buenos Aires to the pampa in the hopes of dispelling the frontier’s “mystique.”
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who destroy our wealth and prevent us from definitely occupying, in the name of the law,

progress and our own security, the richest and most fertile lands of the Republic.”104

After a year of relentless campaigning, which took the military as far south as the

future Patagonian province of Chubut, the native population was left utterly decimated.105

The long process of subjugation and demoralization, begun under Rosas, ended the

centuries-old sovereignty of those few remaining Indians and marked the completion of

the liberal’s political goals. On August 15, 1879, a colonel in Roca’s army observed “Not

a single Indian is left in over a thousand leagues of desert which have been scoured by

my patrols, except those wandering in abject misery. The savages have been completely

demoralized by previous expeditions. They have fled to the farthest lands of the Pampa.

Some have been captured, the rest driven across the Río Negro.”106 By the end of the 19th

century, “modernity” reigned over the pampa.

VII. Conclusion

The transformation of the Argentine frontier and its demographics, after careful

analysis, seems to have been inevitable. Even those politicians who fought to maintain

the status quo under the pretext of “defending tradition” saw, during their rule, the initial

stages of irrevocable change. Rosas’ perpetual campaigns of expansion proved, in the

end, to be self-destructive: they turned the gaucho first into an unwilling soldier and then

into a reluctant peon de campo, all in an effort to appease the frontier elite. When civil

104 Roth, Kenneth M. Annihilating Difference: The Anthropology of Genocide. University of California
Press, 2002, p. 45
105 Lewis, p. 60
106 Hasbrouck, Alfred. "The Conquest of the Desert" The Hispanic American Historical Review 15. 2
(1935), p. 217,
http://www.jstor.org/stable/2506294?&Search=yes&term=conquest&term=desert&term=hasbrouck&list=h
ide&searchUri=%2Faction%2FdoBasicSearch%3FQuery%3Dhasbrouck%2Bconquest%2Bof%2Bthe%2B
desert%26x%3D0%26y%3D0%26wc%3Don&item=1&ttl=30&returnArticleService=showArticle.
(accessed December 10, 2007).
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conflict threatened Rosas in the 1850’s, his traditional base of support lacked its former

zeal, and the estancieros – who had taken precedence over the gauchos in the 1840’s –

found it easier to simply swear allegiance to the incoming rulers and retain their wealth

rather than provide the military aid Rosas needed to remain in power.107 The caudillo

dictator found himself betrayed by the very cattle-barons he had benefitted, and no longer

exerted the same influence over the gaucho militias he had commanded at the height of

his political career.108 This inability on Rosas’ part to sway the rural population signifies

a drastic shift in the mentality of the campesinos, a change that took place in only two

decades.

Furthermore, the Federalism Rosas and the caudillos espoused was characterized,

in theory, by autonomous provincial rulers united loosely under a centralized

confederation. The unique backgrounds of the provinces and the great distances which

separated their inhabitants fostered the optimal situation for the caudillos which caused

William MacCann to observe “I do not think the inhabitants of vast plains can be either

poets or patriots,”109 and frustrated the liberals in their efforts to create a unifying

national identity that went beyond provincial associations. Kristine L. Jones argues,

however, that the raiding-based economies of the frontier’s Indians, created in large part

by the expansionist campaigns of caudillo and liberal alike, united the Argentines under a

common cause and played a major role in the country’s modernization:

“By challenging the conceptual marginalization of the ‘raiders’ as an
outside force obstructing the consolidation of the modern nation-states, we

107 Slatta, p. 96. “Like the Anchorenas and Vela, most prominent latifundists maintained their power and
land regardless of political vagaries. Quick denunciations of the “tyrant” by Rosista landowners after the
dictator’s overthrow in February 1852, and professions of allegiance to the victorious Justo José de Urquiza
permitted the elite to perpetuate their power and position virtually unaltered. The new administration
needed landowner support and did nothing to alienate this elite.”
108 Lewis, p. 49
109 MacCann, Vol. I, p. 136
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discover that frontier raiding and trading economies involving Indians and
Creoles alike not only facilitated the formation of the modern ranching
industry but also played a central role in the process of state building.”110

Rosas’ initial subjugation of the Indians laid the groundwork for the future

Conquest of the Desert, and indirectly aided the liberals in unifying Argentina under a

strong, modern government.

Change was the stated goal of the liberals, and it therefore comes as no surprise

that their reign after Rosas brought about the completion of the frontier’s transformation.

Certain events taking place in the world during this time period contributed to the

successful modernization of Argentina, and aided the liberals in the political goals they

had set for themselves. This historical atmosphere further enhances the argument that a

major transition was impossible to avoid. (Alberdi’s notion of the “eternal progressive

impulse of humanity” comes to mind once again).111

The other nations of the Atlantic world, particularly Great Britain, played an

enormous role in the political development of Argentina. Advances in the Industrial

Revolution ensured England’s dependence on the hides of pampean cattle for use as

machine belts, and sustained the agrarian economy under both the liberals and Rosas.

Their demand for hides fueled the growth of the estancias, which as we have seen

contributed to the decline of the gauchos and the pacification of the frontier. The

American Civil War and the Crimean War both curtailed cotton and wool production in

the European and North American markets, providing Argentina with another valuable

export upon which to generate wealth.

110 Jones, p. 114
111 Dougherty, p. 493
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British investment in the Argentine economy, specifically the construction of

railroads and steamships connecting Buenos Aires with the interior, did away with

traditional cattle-droving and shifted the focus even further towards the city and Europe:

“The machine is domineering and it makes its runs with regularity and
intelligence. It seems to be serving the agricultural areas, although in truth
it has succeeded in penetrating and dominating and casting a chain around
them. In its march there are no obstacles; it goes across the plain, which
since its arrival takes one only where it wishes to bring him: to Buenos
Aires where the transatlantic liners anchor also at the service of
Europe.”112

Finally, the prevalent belief that the military conquest of native populations could

be justified in the name of order and economic progress, circulating amongst the

politicians of other frontier nations (most notably the United States), greatly influenced

liberals such as Roca and inspired similar campaigns in Argentina. In fact, much of the

Conquista was fought with Remington rifles purchased from the American government.

Argentina’s enormous potential heralded its rapid transformation. Every change

implemented throughout the 19th century was made in anticipation of a future success that

is still yet to be realized. The frontier and its inhabitants bore the brunt of that change,

and in the process certain aspects of the Argentine character faded into history.

112 Martínez Estrada, p. 70
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